Discussion of Reich and “The Chemical Engineer Who Lacked a Chemical”

Step One
Login to our Moodle site, which is located at http://moodle.id.ucsb.edu/. Login using this key: 47654. Fill in the information asked for.

Step Two: Forum Work
Answer, in the form labeled “Reich” and “Chemical” one of the two questions below—realizing that a given question is tied to a particular reading:
• Reich: What does Reich mean when he says that we are living in the age of the “great deal”, and what do you think is the significance of living in this age?
• Chemical: What do you think is the most important thing you picked up from reading “The Chemical Engineer who lacked a Chemical”? Why do you think it is important?

Step Three: Chat Work
Get together in a group of five, and enter into one of the chats listed under today. In your chat, focus on this question: according to Reich and “The Chemical Engineer who Lacked a Chemical” was are some of the advantages and disadvantages of working in the 21st century, and what do you, personally and collectively, think about the claims that are made in the two pieces we read?